
The day was very calm and peaceful. The birds chirped and cheeped, the wind gently blew
against the trees outside. It was nice and a certain female Zoroark was sharing the same
sentiment as she was relaxing in her house at the moment, waiting for a certain friend of hers to
arrive.

The Zoroark pulled her phone out and started texting someone…

(Kai The Lucario)

“Yo, Kai. What’s the hold up? >.>”

“Slow your roles. I’ll be there in about
five minutes sharp ;)”

“Alright, get here in under five minutes
Or else you're buying me
Dinner tonight! >:3”

“You're on, Mya!”

With that short convo done, Mya placed her phone to the side and relaxed on her couch as her
hands were in her pink hoodie pockets. After a few minutes…

*Knock!* *Knock!*

When the zoroark heard a knock coming from her apartment door, she got off her couch and
approached the door. Mya opened the door and the one behind it was none other than Kai, who
was slightly tired and out of breath.

“Huff… puff… I made it… and with two minutes to spare!” Kai’s hands were on his knees
beforehand, until he finally catches his breath and faces Mya with a cheeky smile. “Never
underestimate the speed and determination of a Lucario, am I right or am I right?” Kai laughed,
which admittedly caused Mya to chuckle as well before she softly punched the lucario's left
shoulder.

“My goodness, you’re such a dork, Kai…”

“I know, and that’s why you love me~” Kai and Mya have been roommates for quite some time
now. They became great friends and then eventually started going on dates from time to time.
“Just get your cute self in here”

“Oh with pleasure~”



Kai jokingly bowed before strolling his way inside Mya’s apartment as the zoroark closed the
door behind her shortly after. “So, did you get that new game called… umm... uhh… what was it
called again?”

“It’s called “Indiana Jones & the Godzilla Gladiator” and to answer your question, yes and I got
it...” Mya dashed over towards her tv and grabbed the game case off the tv stand. “...Right
here!” The zoroark showed it off in a flashy way, causing Kai to snicker. Mya looked over at Kai
across the room, who upon hearing the title of the game suddenly remembered...

“You know, after hearing the title, I just remembered how extravagant this game’s idea was. I
mean, Indiana Jones and Godzilla combined!? It's a very… weird crossover to say the very
least”

“I mean yeah the idea is very… out there, but it does sound fun and it even has multiplayer!”
Mya turned the game case around and showed it to Kai.

“Well what are we waiting for, let's play it!” Kai quickly dashed his way over to the couch and got
comfortable on the right end of the couch. Mya walked over, bent down, and turned the game
console on before inserting the game disc. Mya then grabbed the two controllers from the
bottom of the TV stand and headed back to the couch, before sitting down next to Kai and
handing the lucario a blue controller. “You ready to have some fun, Kai?”

“Do you even need to ask, of course I'm ready!” With that, Kai and Mya have been playing the
video game and having a great time for three whole hours. But suddenly...  *GuRGGGLLE!!!* An
audible growl erupts from within Kai’s stomach as he starts to feel a “little” hungry…

“Hey, Mya?”

Hearing Kai’s voice, Mya looked over to her friend “Hmm? What’s up?”

“I’m feeling a little empty” Mya was confused about what Kai meant from that statement, well
that was until Kai came out a few seconds later and said…

“Can I have you as a snack?” Getting casually asked to be a snack wasn't exactly what Mya
wanted at the moment, especially if she’s focused on a game that is surprisingly addictive and
while on a stage that requires split-second timing to complete.

“Stop joking around Kai, I wanna get past this stage” Mya boldly stated, actually getting a bit
annoyed with the lucario’s typical shenanigans. Not minding Mya’s blunt denial, Kai lowers his
head and gives the dark type pokemon’s left cheek a nice, good lick. Mya’s eyes widening in
surprise, now knowing that Kai wasn’t joking in the slightest!

“Mmm, blackberry~” Kai purred before whispering into Mya’s ear, asking once again “Can I have
you as a snack?” The now blushing zoroark finally caves in, cementing herself as lucario chow.



“Aww, you're so cute when you’re all flustered like that, Mya. But don’tcha worry, I’ll be veeeery
gentle with you~”

Kai opened his mouth before shoving Mya’s head inside his maw and began to swallow. There
was a bulge that materialized in Kai’s small neck as he continued to swallow as the dark-type
pokemon’s shoulders and chest were pulled into his greedy maw. Kai continued to taste Mya,
savoring every little taste as the zoroark was coated in drool, some of which was oozing out the
side of Kai’s mouth like water rushing down a waterfall.

Once Mya’s shoulders went into the lucario’s mouth, Kai knew he would have an easy time
getting his tasty zoroark friend down. The plump, oval lump in the jackal’s neck was easily
noticeable as it was slowly traversing down Kai’s short throat and pushing its way towards the
aura pokemon’s waiting stomach.

The bulge in the throat continued to slightly swell outwards as Mya was being squished down
Kai’s tight throat muscles. Mya’s chest and stomach were steadily inching their way to the eager
lucario’s mouth. The look of bliss on Kai’s face was very evident as Mya’s waist and legs were
now the only things dangling out of his mouth.

Mya’s body slowly starts to enter more and more into the wet and warm stomach of her friend as
her head soon hits the bottom of the stomach, before the rest of her body slides in the tight
confinements of Kai’s stomach.

Kai immediately lets out a satisfied sigh once he finally gets Mya’s legs and feet down his throat.
The lucario now finally had the snack he was longing for and from the look of pure ecstasy on
the lucario’s face, Mya definitely looked to hit the spot.

The lucario’s bloated stomach immediately made some deep gurgling sounds as Mya moved
and wiggled around her cramp space inside the lucario’s stomach. Kai rubbed his belly for a
moment, but after another gurgle erupted from within Kai’s gut, a sudden force came up the
jackal’s throat and then...

“BUUUUUUUUUUUURRRRAAAAPP!!!!” With a loud belch from Kai, Mya’s pink hoodie came
flying out the aura pokemon’s mouth, coated to the brim with saliva and non-acidic stomach
juices. “Hey you all good in there, Mya?” Kai asked and after hearing muffled moans of pleasure
coming from inside his stomach, the lucario laid out on the couch and patted his full, bloated
belly before continuing where Mya left off in the game.

Mya blissfully purred as the stomach walls softly massaged and caressed her entire body “So
warm… so soothing… haahhh~” Mya’s pleasure-filled murmurs were drowned out from the
combinations of audible gurgles, groans, and steady heartbeat that was echoing throughout the
sauna-like stomach. And it was very obvious from the look on Mya’s face, she never wanted to
leave. The confinements of Kai’s belly were her new home for the time being and the zoroark
couldn’t ask for anything more.



Fin~


